
TRADITIONAL 
CROATIAN  
COOKIE

HANDMADE



BITE ART collections feature 

a selection of Croatian artists 

of younger generation,  

such as Ana Kolega, Hrvoje 
Majer, OKO and Marko Tadić 

as well as masterpieces of 

our renowned painters Ivan 
Rabuzin, Ivan Večenaj and 

Vlaho Bukovac.

We recommend BITE ART as a 

perfect corporate or diplomatic 

gift, a souvenir that brings art 

into your home or workspace.

In each of the BITE ART 

packages there is a certificate 

of authenticity approved by 

the artists themselves or  

their heirs. 

BITE ART

These truly unique 
cookies created by 
artist Ana Šerić 
are part of a larger 
authored project 
named “Edible Art”, 
aimed to promote 
Croatia in a single 
but impressive 
product.
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PEPPER 
COOKIES AND A 
FREESTANDING 
FRAME

The package of four 
pepper cookies is in 
fact an interactive 
wrapping. Having 
enjoyed your treat, 
you can easily 
transform it into 
a freestanding 
frame that holds 
4 reproductions of 
renowned Croatian 
artists.

The framed 
paintings can 
function as a 
charming part 
of your interior, 
souvenir or loving 
gift, which is why 
this product is even 
more valuable.
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THE PEPPER 
COOKIE AND 
MAGNET 

One-pepper-cookie 
package comes with 
a magnet, which you 
can use to decorate 
your interior, keep as 
a souvenir or give it 
to someone dear.
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THE ORIGINAL 
PEPPER COOKIE 
RECIPE 

Our artsy pepper 
cookies of refined 
taste and handmade 
production are result 
of breaking with the 
Croatian tradition 
in favor of our own 
authentic recipe 
which combines 
flavors in a well-
tailored way,  
giving the cookies a 
recognizable taste.

They are a perfect 
combination of 
honey, cinnamon, 
cardamom, nutmeg 
and white pepper.
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BITE ART  
Ana Kolega  
Collection

Ana Kolega invites you on a journey to Dalmatia 

of the past: a colorful flashback packed with 

jovial ships, sailors in their striped shirts, patient 

brides and a galore of goodbye kisses. Her 

painted stories are like old sentimental movies – 

nothing strange for such a die-hard romantic and 

passionate tango dancer that is Ana.

Ana Kolega Pepper Biscuit and magnet
paprenjak i magnet The Pepper Cookie  

and Magnet
Having enjoyed your 
treat, you can keep the 
magnet as a lasting 
souvenir.

A Four-cookie Collection 
and Freestanding Frame
The box transforms into 
framed art reproductions.
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BITE ART  
Marko Tadić  
Collection

Marko Tadić patiently creates his own private 

worlds, each with its original narrative told in a 

form of strict, almost monochromatic collages or 

articulate drawings made on old maps, postcards 

and photographs. Reduced to an archetypal 

level, his works elude simple and straightforward 

explanations… like dreams usually do.

Marko Tadić Pepper Biscuit and magnet
paprenjak i magnet The Pepper Cookie  

and Magnet
Having enjoyed your 
treat, you can keep the 
magnet as a lasting 
souvenir.

A Four-cookie Collection 
and Freestanding Frame
The box transforms into 
framed art reproductions.
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BITE ART  
Hrvoje Majer  
Collection

Hrvoje Majer s a painter of the quietest things, 

like portraits of mysterious young men full of 

untold stories, meditating in the midst of the 

solemn sanctuary called Nature. On a stage 

bursting with bright neon green they live their 

silent lives in a world adeptly created by one of 

the most sensitive Croatian young artists of today.

Hrvoje Majer Pepper Biscuit and magnet
paprenjak i magnet The Pepper Cookie  

and Magnet
Having enjoyed your 
treat, you can keep the 
magnet as a lasting 
souvenir.

A Four-cookie Collection 
and Freestanding Frame
The box transforms into 
framed art reproductions.
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BITE ART  
Ivan Rabuzin  
Collection

Ivan Rabuzin is everything but – naïve; his 

landscapes, exploding like fireworks yet 

consisting of very subtle shades of colors, always 

manage to surprise us with endless varieties of 

one recurring motif. Only a true master – and this 

is why the Japanese adore him – can create works 

so deceivingly simple and yet so complex at the 

same time!

Ivan Rabuzin Pepper Biscuit and magnet
paprenjak i magnet The Pepper Cookie  

and Magnet
Having enjoyed your 
treat, you can keep the 
magnet as a lasting 
souvenir.

A Four-cookie Collection 
and Freestanding Frame
The box transforms into 
framed art reproductions.
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BITE ART  
OKO
Collection

OKO is a fine artist who often combines different 

urban and street techniques. Although she is an 

accomplished draftswoman – just take a look at 

the virtuoso style of her surreal portraits – she 

indulges in installations and performances as 

well. Mysterious and self-effacing, OKO is always 

bound to surprise our senses.

OKO Pepper Biscuit and magnet
paprenjak i magnet The Pepper Cookie  

and Magnet
Having enjoyed your 
treat, you can keep the 
magnet as a lasting 
souvenir.

A Four-cookie Collection 
and Freestanding Frame
The box transforms into 
framed art reproductions.
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BITE ART  
Vlaho Bukovac  
Collection

Vlaho Bukovac – a glance on his canvas – and 

we’re transported to another place, another time: 

we can hear children’s voices and silk rustling, 

we can sense an ancient perfume mixed with 

fragrances of ripe fruit and wild roses, and we 

almost squint from the strong sunlight of a bright 

summer day… That’s why many consider him the 

greatest Croatian painter ever.

Vlaho Bukovac Pepper Biscuit and magnet
paprenjak i magnet The Pepper Cookie  

and Magnet
Having enjoyed your 
treat, you can keep the 
magnet as a lasting 
souvenir.

A Four-cookie Collection 
and Freestanding Frame
The box transforms into 
framed art reproductions.
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BITE ART  
Ivan Večenaj  
Collection

Ivan Večenaj - With his delicate oils on glass 

he celebrated the simple idyll of rural life. 

The landscapes depicting serene villages and 

misty melancholic riverbanks are often visually 

dominated by a dragon-like rooster: an animal 

from the folklore of his native region and the 

artistic trademark of Večenaj, one of the main 

protagonists of Croatian Naive Art.

Ivan Večenaj Pepper Biscuit and magnet
paprenjak i magnet The Pepper Cookie  

and Magnet
Having enjoyed your 
treat, you can keep the 
magnet as a lasting 
souvenir.

A Four-cookie Collection 
and Freestanding Frame
The box transforms into 
framed art reproductions.
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LIMITED EDITION

BITE ART  
Ana Kolega

The Pepper Cookie  
and Magnet
Having enjoyed your 
treat, you can keep the 
magnet as a lasting 
souvenir.

A Four-cookie Collection 
and Freestanding Frame
The box transforms into 
framed art reproductions.

Ana Kolega invites you on a journey to Dalmatia 

of the past: a colorful flashback packed with 

jovial ships, sailors in their striped shirts, patient 

brides and a galore of goodbye kisses. Her 

painted stories are like old sentimental movies – 

nothing strange for such a die-hard romantic and 

passionate tango dancer that is Ana.
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BITE ART  
SOUVENIR 
COLLECTION

BITE Zagreb is the 
first product in the 
line envisioned 
as a BITE ART 
artistic gingerbread 
destination souvenir. 
This line of city 
promotion will 
represent major 
Croatian tourist 
centers with 
products such as 
BITE Split, BITE Pula, 
BITE Zadar, etc.

Each city from this line will be 

represented through a creative 

and interesting illustration that 

presents each town differently. 

The illustrations will be created 

in collaboration with Croatian 

illustrators living or working 

in the cities the product 

represents.
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BITE Zagreb
souvenir collection
The motifs are connected to the story of Zagreb 

– a story about culture, architecture, museums, 

food, parks, customs, and people.

When opening the package, the bottom of the 

box dissolves into a “bowl” holding biscuits, with 

an illustration of a Zagreb saucer. This packaging 

encourages the traditional Croatian gingerbread 

with Zagreb motifs to be “served” and tasted in 

the company of family and friends.
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BITE ART  
PERSONALIZED 
PEPPER COOKIES

Add your signature 
to your business 
meetings and 
conferences.
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Personalized
pepper cookie
collections
When it comes to personalization, BITE ART 

leaves nothing to chance. We can help you 

present your best self by designing a (corporate) 

gift. Apart from communicating its visual identity, 

it will get your message across in the most 

creative, original and unique way. This is how 

memorable our gifts are!

You can customize the collection 
frame by choosing your color.
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Token of consumed art.

Whether your gift is intended for conference 

attendees, events or hotel guests, an apt branded 

gift will spice up every experience and it will become 

a cherished keepsake of you.

Our products are original and have the “it factor”. 

This is why they don’t go unnoticed. Our lovely gift 

box with a pepper cookie and a magnet is an ideal 

little token of appreciation as it will bring smile to 

your customers’ faces while the magnet will be a 

keepsake they can cherish for a long time.

Personalized
pepper cookie 
with magnet
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Marko Tadić Pepper Biscuit and magnet
paprenjak i magnet

BITE ART
personalized 
original 
collections
For all art lovers who want their signature to 

be seen on the gift, we offer the possibility of 

personalization in a decent way that does not 

affect the concept of the original products, but 

highlights the person giving them as a gift.

Products personalized in this way have retained 

the basic idea of BITE ART, which is to - bite 

into art.

You will agree, when it comes to your company’s 

image, a gift like this will have added value.
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ORIGINAL  
BUSINESS  
GIFTS

BITE ART



You can customize the coaster package by adding 

your corporate logo.

Croatian tradition is a great idea! From Tesla 

and Vrančić to Penkala and necktie – Croatian 

inventions shape our country’s identity.

On the bottom of each of our coasters there is a 

story about those ingenious ideas.

Glass Coaster
Croatian Tradition
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You can customize the box by adding your 

corporate logo.

This elegant black box with glasses made of 

Samobor crystal and Croatian Tradition coasters 

make a perfect gift for governors and other 

VIP guests. This product has been made in 

association with Croatian craft businesses that 

stem back to the 19th century.

Croatian Tradition +
Samobor Crystal
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BITE ART d.o.o.

Rivanjski put 4, Zagreb, Croatia

+385 91 448 3251

hello@biteart.hr

biteart.hr
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